Resonance Raman study of D-amino acid oxidase-inhibitor complexes.
The resonance Raman (RR) spectra of the complexes of D-amino acid oxidase (DAO) with benzoate derivatives were measured. The RR spectra of complexes of DAO with benzoate derivatives excited at 514.5 nm are similar to one another and also similar to that of oxidized flavin. In the cases of DAO-o-NH2-benzoate and DAO-o-OH-benzoate complexes, however, the line at 568 or 565 cm-1, derived from the benzoate derivative, was intensified. In the case of DAO-o-NH2-benzoate complex, which has an intense charge-transfer absorption band, the resonance enhancement of the Raman lines at 1583 and 568 cm-1 in the RR spectrum excited at 632.8 nm is striking. The former line is known to involve the vibrational displacements of the N(5) and C(4a) atoms of isoalloxazine and the latter is considered to be derived from a ring deformation mode of o-NH2-benzoate. This suggests that the o-NH2-benzoate molecule lies along the N(5)-C(4a) bond and parallel to the flavin face. A Raman line derived from o-OH-benzoate in the RR spectrum of DAO-o-OH-benzoate complex excited at 514.5 nm was detected. This result supports the view that the complex has a charge-transfer band, as has been pointed out by Massey and Ganther. Also, the spectrum of quasi-DAO-o-OH-benzoate complex is identical with that of the complex of DAO, suggesting that the active sites of these two enzymes have similar structures.